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Reliability represents one of the most important attributes of software quality.
Assessing the reliability of software embedded in the safety of highly critical
systems is essential. Unfortunately, there are many factors influencing software
reliability that cannot be measured directly. Furthermore, the existing models and
approaches for assessing software reliability have assumptions and limitations
which are not directly acceptable for all systems, such as reactor protection systems.
This paper presents the result of a study which aims to conduct quantitative
assessment of the software reliability at the reactor protection system (RPS) of
RSG-GAS based on software development life cycle. A Bayesian network (BN) is
applied in this research and used to predict the software defect in the operation
which represents the software reliability. The availability of operation failure data,
characteristics of the RPS components and their operation features, prior knowledge
on the software development and system reliability, as well as relevant finding from
references were considered in the assessment and the construction of nodes on
causal network model. The structure of causal model consists of eight nodes
including design quality, problem complexity, and defect inserted in the software.
The calculation result using Agenarisk software revealed that software defect in the
operation of RPS follows binomial statistic distribution with the mean of 1.393.
This number indicated the high software maturity level and high capability of the
organization. The improvement of software defect concentration range on the
posterior distribution compared with the prior’s is also identified. The result
achieved is valuable for further reliability estimation by introducing new evidence
and experience data, and by setting up an appropriate plan in order to enhance
software reliability in the RPS.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, the implementation of
digital technology for monitoring and controlling
critical systems, such as a nuclear power plant, has
become essential towards the increasing of plant
complexity. G.A. Siwabessy Reactor (RSG-GAS)
which is facing the problem of ageing also has
applied digital technology on its reactor protection
system, particularly in the monitoring function. It is
reasonable since a digital system has much better
technical features, i.e. better accuracy of monitor
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and control, friendlier human-machine interface,
easier configurability and maintainability, and
higher automation level over analog I&C systems
[1]. Moreover, digital I&C systems seem much
easier to incorporate with new features [2,3].
Extensive research has been carried out to
develop a method for estimating the average
probability of failure on demand of a safety
instrument system, including the digital system
platform [4,5]. Referring to IEC (International
Electrotechnical Commission) standard, the
probability of a failure on demand of a safety
critical system should be on the order of 10−5.
Therefore, a new approach should be developed
since it is not practical to perform millions of tests
to assess the reliability of such a software. Usually,
43
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hardware faults occur due to aging or wearing
out, but software faults causing a digital system
failure are design fault introduced during the
software development or maintenance phase [5].
A root cause analysis of the software defects based
on the orthogonal defects classification in software
development has been proposed [6]. It also has been
identified that most of software failures are due
to a design error and system loop holes which are
not independent to human performance shaping
factor [7,8].
The probabilistic safety assessment of digital
reactor protection systems (RPSs) has been an
interest of many researches due to the ambiguity
over the mechanism of the software failure
and quantification of the failure probability [1,9].
There are many approaches and methods developed
for qualitative and quantitative software reliability
assessment. The software reliability growth method
(SRGM), Bayesian belief network (BBN) method,
and test-based methods are well known methods
for a software reliability analysis [2]. Traditional
prediction approaches are based on the stochastic
process models, such as Jelinki-Moranda model
and the Goel-Okumoto non-homogeneous Poisson
process (NHPP) model [10]. The current model
suggests that a stochastic process, especially a nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) can describe
the failure process of a software. Non-probability
models, e.g. neural networks, have also been applied
in the assessment of software reliability [11,12].
Another approach is software metrics assessment
based on the defect per thousand line of codes (kilo
line of code - KLOC). The existing models and
approaches have assumptions and limitations which
are not directly acceptable for all systems, such
as reactor protection systems. Moreover, many of
the models apply unrealistic restrictive assumptions
to ensure tractability and solvability, such as
removing defects completely (no new defects
introduced when removing the one detected) or data
completeness [13,14].
To address these challenges, Bayesian
networks (BN) had been proposed in some studies
as an alternative to traditional reliability estimation
approaches [4,9,15]. The BN method evaluates
the software development life cycle activities
for estimating the potential number of remaining
faults in the software [9,15]. The BN has been
increasingly recognized as a potentially powerful
solution to complex risk assessment problems.
Historical background and recent applications
of the BN methodology for software reliability and
system reliability have been discussed in several
studies [15-17].
The BN method was elaborated for assessing
software reliability of this study. The objective of
the study was to conduct the assessment of software
reliability of reactor protection system (RPS) of
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RSG-GAS. The reliability calculation was
performed by predicting the amount of defects
(faults) on the operation of RPS software through
Bayesian network causal model approach.
The approach evaluated the software development
life cycle activities experienced in the RPS software
for predicting the potential number of remaining
faults in the software. The Bayesian inference
program tools developed by Agena were used for
conducting statistic calculation [18]. The result
achieved is valuable to set up a plan for improving
the software reliability of RPS. Moreover, the result
can be further developed in backward analysis in
order to define process criteria, such as the level
of process quality or testing quality when
some requirements for the software reliability
should be met.
THEORY
Software reliability assessment and
bayesian network approach
Software reliability can be defined as the
probability of failure free operation of a computer
program in a specified environment for a specified
time [19]. The reliability of the software in
this study was associated to the reliability of the
RSG-GAS reactor protection system in generating
the valid scram signal and in performing the
required scram function of the reactor correctly.
Bayesian Network is a probabilistic approach that
can be used to model and to predict the behavior of
such a system based on observed stochastic events
[20]. The application of a BN to quantify software
residual faults shows that a BN can be an attractive
approach to estimate the number of remaining faults
after verification and validation of the software
through an evaluation of the SDLC activities.
The sample of BN modelling approach is given in
Fig. 1 [15].

Fig. 1. Software requirement (RQ) specification phase in
Bayesian network [15].

There are two main components of Bayesian
network; they are Bayesian network structure graph
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which is also known as directed acyclic graph
(DAG) and quantitative component represented by
nodes. In this BN framework, a directed acyclic
graph defines characteristics of the independent
structure in a joint distribution, while the nodes
represent system components as random variables,
and directed arcs represent relationships among
variables [16,21]. Another component of BN,
the conditional probability distribution (CPD)
is associated with each node in the graph.
It determines quantitatively the relationship between
a parent node and a child node. The Bayesian
network’s probability functions are usually
represented as node probability tables (NPTs),
which are used to represent CPD particularly when
the variables are discrete. NPT shows the list of
probability that the child node takes on each of its
different values for each combination of values of
its parents.
The approach of Bayesian can be presented in
equations (1) to (3). The probability of an event or
hypothesis is conditional on the available evidence
on current context. This can be made explicit by the
notation P(h|D) which is read as the probability of
event h given the evidence D. P(h) represents prior
probability of event or hypothesis where P(h|D)
represents as posterior. In probability theory, a joint
distribution of n random variables in a graph always
can be developed by using the chain rule as shown
in equation (2). Each node of a BN can be described
by a local conditional probability distribution (CPD)
function given its parents in the graph, that is P(Vi|
parents(Vi)), where parents(Vi) indicates the parent
nodes of node Vi. The joint distribution of variables
in Bayesian network is given in equation (3).
(1)

Table 1 shows the comparison between software
reliability growth modelling (SRGM) and Bayesian
belief network (BBN) i.e. BNs evaluation based on
desired characteristics [22]. Further improvement to
the BNs approach is being developed such as the
problem dealing with the limited prior data,
discretization, and others. Zwirglmaier et al. [23]
proposed parametric formulations for efficient
discretization of random variables in BNs
for reliability problems based on numerical
investigations. Based on the sufficient data, the
challenge for applying BN in a software reliability
assessment mostly corresponds to a scenario that a
network structure is known, while some variables
are hidden.
The calculation of software reliability can be
performed based on the software development
process and the operation experienced in the
software system. For the causal BN model
employed in this study, the defect remained to exist
in the RPS software, depending on the residual
defect which was introduced in the initial program
design (defect inserted) as well as on the defect that
could be identified and fixed during the test or
operation (defect found and fixed).
Table 1. Evaluation of quantitative software reliability methods
against their characteristics [22].
Characteristics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Comprehensive method description
Reasonable assumptions
Consideration of operating condition
Consideration of SDLC quality
Use of test and operation experience data
Uncertainty addressing
V&V of the method
Demonstrating high system reliability
Evaluation of CCF parameters
Data availability

Methods
SRGM
Yes
Maybe
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

BBN
Yes
Maybe
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Maybe
Maybe
No
Maybe

(2)
RSG-GAS reactor protection system
(3)
Equation 3 shows the chain rule to construct
Bayesian inferences for BN. A Bayesian network is
defined by specifying every term on the right-hand
side of this equation. In general, if there are n binary
nodes, the number of parameters for constructing
the full joint distribution P(V1, V2,…Vn) is on the
order of 2n. The concept of Bayesian approach and
BN was described in some literatures.
Bayesian statistic inference is powerful since
the method enables combination of common-sense
knowledge and observational evidence. The BN
approach is able to cope with the known limitations
of data required in the traditional assessment model.

1

Reactor Protection System of RSG-GAS is
the essential part for securing the safety in reactor
operation. The main components of the RSG-GAS
reactor protection system (RPS) consist of data
acquisition systems, analog systems, logic systems,
and six contact systems (Fig. 2) [24]. From the
diagram it is understood that reactor scram can be
activated based on established reactor parameter
measurements considered as safety critical. These
parameters include gamma dose rate in the reactor
pool ventilation system, surface elevation of reactor
pool water, primary isolation valve position, reactor
core neutron flux density, and gamma dose rate in
the primary system. Otherwise, the scram can also
be performed manually by the operator in the
control room.
45
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Fig. 2. Scram logic diagram for the RSG-GAS reactor protection system [24].

The RPS software is embedded in the reactor
protection system in order to perform reactor
condition monitoring task and to support control
task. According to the control function, the initial
step is to perform the signal conversion process on a
selected calculation parameter. Furthermore, the
logic sections will conduct the comparison of the
parameter with corresponding scram boundary
values. The software program intended for
monitoring task is integrated on the display system
that helps operator in conducting reactor operation.
The embedded program for conducting RPS
function in controlling and monitoring was
developed by reactor vendor and integrated into the
reactor system and operation. However, during its
operation since the first critical in 1987, some
modifications have been applied to the system
specifically on the RPS.

Bayesian tool from AgenaRisk was used for
conducting the Bayesian modelling and calculation.
This tool is efficient for calculation since it applied
dynamic discretization on the continuous variables
contained in the network. In this study, the input
data for prior distribution of nodes in the causal
networks would be generated based on the RPS
software data of the RSG-GAS and data from the
program module.

CALCULATION METHODS
The software reliability assessment was
performed by predicting the defect which exists on
the RPS software using Bayesian network causal
model approach. The steps for conducting
assessment were as follows. The first one was to
identify the software applied in the digital protection
system of RSG-GAS, including the software process
design and operation. The second step was the
construction of Bayesian network graph and causal
modelling based on software life cycle information
data. Activities in the software development life
cycle were represented by a node of the causal
graph. Node probability table (NPT) or conditional
probability distribution (CPD) for each node was
prepared to set up the relationship between child
nodes and parent nodes of the BN graph. The final
step was to estimate the remaining software defects
based on given prior inputs and evidence. The steps
of BN approach for assessment of RPS software are
presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Flowchart for the calculation of defects in the operation
of RSG-GAS RPS software.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identification and analysis on the process
development of RPS software for RSG-GAS
showed its conformity to the required development
procedure which includes the identification of scope
and function, software development, testing and
validation, and integration of the released software
as a final product on the system. Considering the
process development and characteristics, the causal
Bayesian network model for software defects and
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reliability prediction developed by Fenton [25]
seems to be the most appropriate for conducting
RPS software assessment. The Bayesian causal
network of RPS software consists of eight nodes
with the causal diagram presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A Bayesian network model for RPS software defects and
reliability prediction.

The prior distribution for each node in the
causality diagram was constructed based on design
and operation information in the software
development life cycle (SDLC). Generic software
assessment data, result data from similar study, and
characteristics of the model were considered in the
establishment of assumptions and values on every
node in the BN causality graph. Prior distribution
data adopted from the available module in the
Agena software were selected to represent the initial
prior of the RPS software. The prior data generated
by the module and evidence from observation
applied in the calculation are summarized below:
(i) Prior for the causality diagram root nodes such
as design process quality node, complexity,
operation level, and quality testing node were set as
uniform distribution with a mean and a median
value of 0.5 respectively. At this stage, the
probability was considered as equal for all five
classifications/discretization which were ranged
from very low to very high probability categories,
(ii) For the intermediate nodes and leaf nodes such
as residual defect, defect found and fixed, the initial
prior was approximated by binomial distribution
while the prior distribution for defect contained in
initial design of device software (defect inserted)
was given in truncated normal. The statistic
distribution of every node of BN graph is presented
in Table 2, (iii) For subsequent calculations of
RPS software, data characteristics and software
operations were assumed in a medium complexity
level while the process quality level was very high.
Meanwhile, quality in testing was considered high
and the level of operational usage was low. It was
because the RPS will only be actuated when some
reactor critical parameters achieve the operation
limit condition.

1

Table 2. Selected node probability distributions for the nodes of
the BN model in Fig. 4, adapted from Fenton [25].
Node
1-4

Node name
Design process quality,
problem complexity, testing
quality, operational usage

CPD
Ranked, with uniform
distribution

5

Defect found in operation

Binomial(n,p) where n =
residual defect and p =
operational usage

6

Residual defect

Max (0, Defect inserted –
defect found and fixed)

7

Defect found in testing

Binomial (n,p) where n =
defect inserted and p =
testing quality

8

Defect inserted

Truncated normal in the
range of 0 to 500,
complexity x (1-design
process quality)x90;
variance 300

The calculation result for the software defects
prediction found in operation using BN model is
presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Bayesian network model for RPS software reliability and
prediction results.

The result achieved showed that the mean of
the number of defects in the posterior distribution
was equal to 1.393 with a standard deviation of
47
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1.682. These values are much smaller compared to
the same variables in the prior. The prior mean of
such defects was 7.150 and its standard deviation
was 14.411. The result indicated a trend that a lower
operational usage can significantly reduce defects.
However, it does not indeed lead to the belief that
the RPS software reliability is definitely high.
Residual defects which depend on the other nodes of
the network also contributed to the result. Moreover,
adding new evidence and observation data would
become necessary to achieve more accurate results.
It was indicated in the result that the
probability distribution of other nodes was also
updated as new evidence was entered. It showed
that BN model was doing both forward and
backward inferences to the variables. The result
showed the mean value of defects inserted in the
design was equal to 15.397. Process quality and
system complexity level had reduced the
defect inserted. On the other hand, the defects
found and repaired in testing and the residual
defects were 10.790 and 4.619 respectively.
The estimation results can be combined with new
evidence/observation data from the next operation
experience of the RPS software to generate better
predictive result.
The defects found in operation of the
posterior followed a binomial statistic distribution.
Figure 6 shows that the probability distribution of
posterior tended to be concentrated in smaller range
in comparison with the prior distribution. In the
posterior distribution, 50 % defects in operation
values existed in the range of between 0.665
(lower percentile) and 2.662 (upper percentile).

achieved in this study can be further developed
for backward inferences in order to define
requirements, such as the level of processs quality
or testing quality when some specific criteria of the
system software reliability should be met.

CONCLUSION
The assessment on software reliability of RPS
had been conducted in this research through a
Bayesian network approach. The result and analysis
presented in this paper demonstrated the capability
of the BN for estimating RPS software reliability
based on the software development life cycles.
The calculation results of software defect in
operation using Bayesian network revealed that
defects found in the operation followed a binomial
distribution with an average of 1.393 and the
standard deviation of 1.682. From the perspective of
calculation process in Bayesian network, this result
indicated the improvement of accuracy of the
software defect prediction. These numbers also
indicated the high software maturity level and high
capability of the organization. The result on
relationship among nodes presented in the BN
model would be helpful in understanding the
dynamics behind the software reliability of RPS.
The result achieved in this study is essential
for developing a plan aimed at enhancing RPS
software reliability. Moreover, the developed BN
model can be used in the backward analysis in order
to define requirements in the software development
process when certain criteria of the software
reliability should be met.
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